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Road crashes cost Britain  
a staggering 1.5% of GDP.  
Car occupants account for 
some 70% of road deaths. 
Nearly two-thirds are killed 
outside urban areas with 
deaths concentrated on 
Britain’s forgotten  
A road network
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Just 10% of Britain’s road 
length accounts for over  
half of all road deaths  
and one-third of all  
serious injuries

Lord Dubs of Battersea, 
Chairman,  
Road Safety Foundation

Last year, the Foundation published 
a significant report to help the 
Government prepare its consultation 
on road safety strategy beyond 2010. 
Getting Ahead: Returning Britain to 
European Leadership in Casualty 
Reduction presented the Foundation’s 
measurements of the safety 
performance of Britain’s main routes 
and showed where progress was and 
was not being made to make these 
roads safer. The report proposed  
how Britain’s casualties might be  
cut by a third by targeting affordable  
safety engineering on the network  
of A roads where the majority of road 
deaths occur.  

The Government’s response was 
welcome. Its publication A Safer Way: 
Consultation on Making Britain’s 
Roads the Safest in the World 
adopted many of the Foundation’s 
key proposals and supported the 
Foundation’s proposal to extend its 
annual EuroRAP performance tracking 
from trunk and primary A roads to 
include all A roads. The Government 
also adopted the ’safe system’ 
approach recommended by the 
world’s leading safety experts which 
recognises that human beings will 
always make mistakes and that safe 
road and vehicle design must play an 
increasing role in casualty reduction.  

In the past Great Britain has been a 
world leader in road safety. If we are  
to return to that position we need now 
to systematically eliminate known  
high risks from our road network.

John Dawson,  
Chairman, Campaign  
for Safe Road Design

Road crashes cost Britain a staggering 
1.5% of GDP. Car occupants account 
for some 70% of road deaths. Nearly 
two-thirds are killed outside urban 
areas with deaths concentrated on 
Britain’s forgotten A road network.

The Campaign for Safe Road Design 
was launched in 2008 to help public, 
Parliament and professionals now 
understand better the huge potential 
that exists to save life through 
affordable safety engineering.  
The Campaign is supported by all  
the major road user organisations  
and relevant professional institutions.  

The Government has pledged to work 
with the Campaign and accepted the 
proposal to address the weak links 
in our road network with safe road 
design. In urban cores, we need to 
maintain the momentum to create 
safe streets established by world class 
efforts such as in London. On rural 
roads, where the majority of British 
road deaths occur, we need to create 
new momentum and new partnerships 
to target Britain’s high risk A roads.  

This new report from the Foundation, 
with its rich data, shows where the 
high risk A roads are in a way that all 
can comprehend. The Campaign will 
help bring this information to public, 
Councillors and professionals across 
the UK. 

Dr Joanne Hill,  
Director,  
Road Safety Foundation

This year’s report provides the most 
comprehensive route by route analysis 
yet of the safety of Britain’s roads. 
The entire motorway and A road 
network outside urban cores has been 
measured and mapped, and includes 
over 2,700 individual sections and 
45,000kms. Despite covering just  
one-tenth of Britain’s road length, it  
is the network on which Britain’s road  
deaths are concentrated. 

Authorities and professional 
institutions made the case to the 
Foundation that in the past the annual 
EuroRAP results failed to address the 
concentrated safety problems on A 
roads other than those on the primary 
route network. For the first time, this 
year’s results include all A roads:  
both the national through routes 
forming the main arteries to major 
destinations and the major routes  
of local importance.

While the network overall is getting 
safer 12% of the roads studied, some 
2,300km are rated in the ‘higher risk’ 
categories. The Foundation has worked 
closely with national and local road 
authorities to build up key information 
on the characteristics of the roads 
listed in this report and to highlight 
the challenges they face in their bid 
for safer roads. The Foundation is 
very grateful to all those who have 
helped to build detailed records of 
the engineering, enforcement and 
education measures that have played 
a significant role in cutting fatal and 
serious collisions.
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Key findings

Key findings

Risk on high risk 
sections is more than 
15 times higher than 
the safest roads

10%
of Britain’s road length accounts  
for over half of all road deaths and  
one-third of all serious injuries

18%
reduction in fatal and serious 
collisions across Britain’s  
motorways and A roads in the  
last three years for which data  
were available (2005-2007)

12%
of the network has unacceptably  
high risk

18%
are rated as low risk, 45% low-
medium risk, 25% medium risk,  
9% medium high risk and  
3% high risk   

60%
of the A road network and 25%  
of motorways fail to rate as safe 

30%
Risk is 30% higher on non-primary  
A roads compared to primary A roads

1 in 7
non-primary A roads are rated  
as higher risk, compared to 1 in 25 
primary A roads  

62%
of fatal or serious collisions happen 
on single carriageways, 13% on  
duals and 10% on motorways

6 times 
more risk
Single carriageways are twice the 
risk of dual carriageways and 6 times 
riskier than motorways, with 1 in 5 
rated in the higher risk categories

One-third
of all fatal and serious collisions 
on motorways and A roads are at 
junctions, 17% involve pedestrians 
and cyclists, 16% are vehicles running 
off the road, and 14% are head-ons 
between oncoming traffic flows.  
The remaining 21% are often rear  
end shunts, prevalent on bends and  
at junctions 

1 in 4
fatal and serious collisions on 
Britain’s motorways and A roads 
involves a motorcyclist

Half
On Britain’s ten most improved  
roads, the number of fatal and serious 
collisions has halved in the last three 
years, from over 600 to under 300

45,000kms
This year’s analysis is the most 
comprehensive  yet, measuring and 
mapping road safety risk on Britain’s 
entire motorway and A road network, 
covering 45,000kms of roads outside 
urban cores



Improved roads are those where there 
has been a significant reduction in the 
number of fatal and serious collisions 
over time. Only 2% of the roads 
analysed this year qualified.

The top ten are shown in Table 1.  
On these alone, the number of fatal 
and serious collisions has halved  
from 603 to 288, a total saving of  
over 300 in the last 3 years. Eight  
of the ten listed are primary A roads.

Consultation with road authorities  
on those road sections listed show 
that the majority have been subject to 

basic measures such as improvements 
to existing signing, lining and markings. 
Six of the 10 road sections have been 
resurfaced, with five having been 
treated with high friction anti-skid 
surfacing particularly on bends and  
at junctions. Changes to the way in 
which junctions are designed and laid 
out have also played a role.

The most improved road in this year’s 
analysis is the A40 from Llandovery to 
Carmarthen, a rural single carriageway 
primary A road running parallel to the 
Brecon Beacons National Park.  
The road’s alignment and gradient 

varies along its length, with straight, 
bendy, flat and hilly sections. The only 
speed restrictions are where the road 
passes through villages. It has seen  
an 81% drop in the number of fatal 
and serious collisions in the last 3 
years, an overall saving of 44 lives. 

A package of measures including 
resurfacing, junction improvements 
and village gateway treatments to 
provide motorists with a reinforced 
message that they are moving into  
a more built-up part of the road 
network has contributed to the 
reduction in collisions.
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Improved roads

Table 1. Britain’s most improved roads (2002-2004 vs. 2005-2007)
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A40 Llandovery 
– Carmarthen

Wales 43 Single 54 93.21 10 32.94 -81 Resurfacing, anti-skid surfacing, drainage 
improvements, junction improvements,  
village gateway treatments

A12 M25 J28 
(Brentwood) 
– Chelmsford

E 30 Dual 100 47.16 43 21.21 -57 Resurfacing, removal of nearside lane to 2-lane 
throughout, introduction of hard shoulders, 
improvements to slip road, lighting 

A3055 Totland – Ryde SE 49 Single 44 156.26 19 66.03 -57 Reduced speed limits, bend realignment,  
speed reactive signing

A1079 Market Weighton 
- Hull

Y&H 28 Mixed 37 92.20 16 36.47 -57 Fixed and mobile safety cameras, targeted  
police enforcement, signing and lining

A92 A91 – 
Stonehaven

Scot 101 Mixed 66 71.26 30 31.56 -55 Resurfacing, ant-skid surfacing, drainage 
improvements, signing, lining and traffic signal 
improvements, village gateway treatments, 
pedestrian crossing facilities

A142 Newmarket 
– A141

E 38 Single 48 97.13 25 45.96 -48 Speed limit reduction, resurfacing, junction 
improvements, Fordham bypass, improved 
signing, road markings and lighting

A590 M6 J36 – Barrow 
in Furness

NW 52 Mixed 58 53.25 33 30.61 -43 Improvements to junction design including the 
prohibition of dangerous turning movements, 
anti-skid surfacing, signing and lining, fixed 
speed cameras

A12 Ipswich 
– Lowestoft

E 65 Mixed 61 55.45 35 32.00 -43 Speed limit reduction, fixed speed camera, 
signing and lining, junction improvements, 
anti-skid surfacing

M40 J9 (Bicester) – J15 
(Warwick)

EM/SE 
/WM

55 Motorway 66 12.71 39 7.64 -41 Junction improvements (J15), signing, lining, 
resurfacing, lane widening

A6 Derby – Buxton EM 56 Single 76 112.77 47 72.97 -38 Resurfacing, anti-skid surfacing, signing and 
lining, pedestrian crossing facilities, speed 
cameras, motorcycle awareness campaigns 

Ranked by percentage reduction in the number of fatal or serious (F&S) collisions between 2002-04 and 2005-07; significant reduction at the 98% level; 
section lengths are greater than 5km; minimum number of 8 F&S collisions 2002-04; minimum collision density of 1 F&S/mile 2002-04; 1 Road type 
accounting for at least 80% of the road section; 2 EuroRAP Risk Rating based on the number of fatal or serious collisions per billion vehicle kilometres travelled: 
green (low risk), yellow (low-medium risk), orange (medium risk), red (medium-high risk), black (high risk); measures implemented based on road authority 
responses to pre-publication consultation.

BRitAin’s Most iMPRovEd RoAds 
(2002-2004 vs. 2005-2007)F
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-81% F&S Single Wales

A40 Llandovery     Carmarthen    43km

-43% F&S Mixed East

A12 ipswich      Lowestoft      65km

-43% F&S Mixed North West

A590 M6 J36       Barrow-in-Furness     52km

-41% F&S Motorway East Midlands/
South East/ 
West Midlands

M40 J9 (Bicester)      J15 (Warwick)      55km

9-57% F&S Dual East

A12 M25 J28 (Brentwood)       Chelmsford      30km

-55% F&S Mixed Scotland

A92 A91       stonehaven     101km

-48% F&S Single East

A142 newmarket       A141            38km

-38% F&S Single East 
Midlands

A6 derby       Buxton     56km

-57% F&S Single South East

A3055 totland       Ryde 49km

-57% F&S Mixed Yorkshire and 
the Humber

A1079 Market Weighton       Hull 28km

% F&S = percentage change in number of fatal and serious collisions
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Persistently higher risk roads are those 
rated as high (black) and medium-high 
(red) risk in both data periods (2002-
2004 and 2005-2007), and shown 
little or no change in the number of 
fatal or serious collisions over time. 
The top ten are listed in Table 2. 

The majority are concentrated in the 
North and the Midlands, due in part 
to the nature of routes in these areas: 
rural single carriageway, challenging 
roads, with hidden dangers such as 
blind corners and sweeping bends. 
Lighter traffic allows higher speeds 
and more opportunities for often 
dangerous overtaking.

All of those listed are single 
carriageway. Risk on single 
carriageways is twice that of dual 
carriageways and 6 times that of 
motorways. Seventeen per cent of 
single carriageway roads are rated 
in the highest risk categories (black 
and red), compared with 3% of dual 
carriageways and 0% of motorways. 

The road topping the persistently 
higher risk list is the A537 Macclesfield 
to Buxton, well known as the ‘Cat and  
Fiddle’. This challenging single 
carriageway spanning 12km across  
the Peak District National Park has 
seen collisions rise by over 40% in 

the last 3 years, with 2 deaths or 
serious injuries for every kilometre. 
Bounded by dry stone walls or rock 
face for almost all of its length, the 
road is characterised by severe bends, 
uphill climbs and steep falls from the 
carriageway. Because of the road’s 
elevation, weather conditions can 
change quickly and dramatically. 

Persistently higher risk roads

Table 2. Britain’s persistently higher risk roads (2002-2004 & 2005-2007)
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A537 Macclesfield – Buxton 
(A54)

NW 12 Single 19 301.72 27 464.01 +42 22 11 7 4 56

A686 Penrith – Haydon Bridge NE /
NW

58 Single 35 330.21 35 327.42 0 14 26 37 6 17

A5012 A515 – A6 EM 15 Single 14 288.87 14 251.23 0 21 21 14 14 29

A621 A619 – Totley EM 9 Single 17 299.96 12 235.60 -29 42 33 17 0 8

A5004 Whaley Bridge (A6) – 
Buxton

EM 12 Single 13 214.39 15 224.56 +15 20 13 33 0 33

A54 Congleton – Buxton (A53) NW 24 Single 19 179.77 20 199.74 +5 15 25 20 20 20

A62 M62 J27 – A6110 Y&H 5 Single 10 153.03 9 198.20 -10 44 0 22 0 33

A255 Margate – Ramsgate SE 8 Single 14 149.58 18 186.61 +29 22 6 0 61 11

A285 A27 – Petworth SE 19 Single 23 223.05 18 166.49 -22 22 39 22 6 11

A675 M65 J3 – Bolton NW 13 Single 24 253.75 17 159.74 -29 18 35 29 6 12

Ranked by EuroRAP Risk Rating 2005-07; no significant reduction in the number of F&S collisions between data periods; section lengths are greater than 5km; 
minimum of 8 F&S collisions in 2002-04, 7 in 2005-07; minimum collision density of 1/mile in both periods; EuroRAP Risk Rating above average of the 
medium-high (red) category or high risk (black) in both periods ; 1 Road type accounting for at least 80% of the road section; 2 EuroRAP Risk Rating based on 
the number of F&S collisions/billion vehicle kms travelled, 3 Percentages may not sum due to rounding. Some of the roads mentioned have had measures 
implemented recently, the results of which may be evident in next year’s result.

BRitAin’s PERsistEntLy HigHER Risk RoAds  
(2002-2004 & 2005-2007)F
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-22% F&S Single South East

A285 A27       Petworth 19km

0% F&S Single East  
Midlands

A5012 A515       A6     15km

-29% F&S Single East  
Midlands

A621 A619       totley   9km

0% F&S Single North East/
North West

A686 Penrith       Haydon Bridge 58km

-10% F&S Single Yorkshire  
and Humber

A62 M62 J27       A6110 5km

+42% F&S Single North West

A537 Macclesfield       Buxton   12km

+29% F&S Single South East

A255 Margate       Ramsgate   8km

-29% F&S Single North West

A675 M65 J3       Bolton 13km

+5% F&S Single North West

A54 Congleton       Buxton   24km

+15% F&S Single East Midlands

A5004 Whaley Bridge (A6)       Buxton   12km

% F&S = percentage change in number of fatal and serious collisions



 

This map shows the statistical risk of death or 
serious injury occurring on Britain’s motorways and 
A roads for 2005-2007 covering over 45,000km 
in total. The risk is calculated by comparing the 
frequency of death and serious injury on every 
stretch of road |with how much traffic each road 
is carrying. For example, if there are 20 collisions 
involving death or serious injury on a stretch of 
road 5 miles long that carries 10,000 vehicles a 
day, then the risk is 10 times higher than if the  
road section has the same number of collisions  
but carries 100,000 vehicles.

Some of the roads shown have had improvements 
made to them recently, but during the survey period 
the risk of a fatal or serious injury collision on the 
black road sections was more than 15 times higher 
than on the safest (green) roads.

For more information on the statistical background  
to this research, visit the EuroRAP website at  
www.eurorap.org. For more information on the  
Road Safety Foundation go to 
www.roadsafetyfoundation.org.

Risk rating of  
Britain’s motorways 
and A roads
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© Road Safety Foundation. The Foundation is indebted to the Department for Transport, the Scottish Government and the National Assembly for Wales for 
allowing use of data in creating the map, and DfT and the Rees Jeffreys Road Fund for their financial contribution to the work. This work forms part of the 
EU Road Safety Atlas Project supported by the EC in 2009. Collision information is for 2005-2007, the most recent available when the map was prepared. 
Traffic data is for 2006 with local corrections where appropriate. The roads shown are based on the 2007 network but the map excludes the centres of 
major cities. No results are presented for roads shown in grey – these are either motorway spurs, connecting sections off the major route network, are 
short links, or roads that opened part way through the data period. Risk rates on road sections vary but it is expected that, on average, road sections off 
the A road network will have higher rates than sections on it. Generally motorways and high quality dual carriageway roads function in a similar way and 
are safer than single carriageway or mixed carriageway roads. Prepared under licence from EuroRAP AISBL using protocols © Copyright EuroRAP AISBL. 
This map may not be reproduced without the consent of the Road Safety Foundation.
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The engineering, enforcement and 
education measures suitable for 
motorcycle crashes may not be the  
same as those for other road users  
so it is important to know where  
motorcycles contribute 
disproportionately to overall risk. 

Roads listed in Table 3a are the top 
ten high (black) or medium-high (red) 
risk sections in the latest data period 
(2005-2007) where at least one-third 
of collisions resulting in death or 
serious injury involved a motorcyclist. 
The majority of those below are also 
listed as persistently higher risk in 
Table 2. 

 

Motorcyclists are more likely to be 
killed in road crashes than other road 
users. They account for just two per 
cent of road travel but 16% of all road 
deaths. Bikers are four times more 
likely to be killed in a road crash than 
pedal cyclists and 30 times more likely 
than car occupants. 

Nearly three-quarters of all deaths 
and serious injuries involving a 
motorcyclist in the latest data occurred 
on single carriageways, typically in 
rural settings through, or on the way 
to, national parks and coastal areas.  
11% occurred on dual carriageways, 
and just 6% on motorways. 

The road at the top of this list is  
the A537 Macclesfield to Buxton.  
A popular tourist route, the road 
attracts many leisure motorcyclists, 
many from outside of the area. Of 
the 27% fatal and serious collisions 
between 2005-2007, over two-thirds 
involved a motorcyclist, nearly three 
times the average on the motorway 
and A road network. Cheshire County 
Council has been one of the first 
authorities in Europe to introduce 
motorcycle-friendly crash barriers and 
will shortly introduce average speed 
limit cameras along the length.

High risk roads with motorcycles

Table 3a. Britain’s highest risk roads with high numbers of fatal and serious collisions 
involving motorcyclists (2005-2007)
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A537 Macclesfield – Buxton NW 12 Single 18 67 20 464.01 309.34 28 11 11 0 50

A686 Penrith – Haydon Bridge NE/NW 58 Single 23 66 -15 327.42 215.16 17 22 39 0 22

A5012 A515 – A6 EM 15 Single 11 79 38 251.23 197.39 18 27 9 9 36

A621 A619 – Totley EM 9 Single 9 75 -31 235.60 176.70 44 33 11 0 11

A54 Congleton – Buxton NW 24 Single 11 55 0 199.74 109.86 18 45 18 0 18

A5004 Whaley Bridge (A6) – 
Buxton

EM 12 Single 7 47 0 224.56 104.80 0 14 29 0 57

A161 Goole – A18 Y&H 23 Single 6 46 -25 169.65 78.30 50 0 50 0 0

A255 Margate –  
Ramsgate

SE 8 Single 7 39 0 186.61 72.57 43 14 0 14 29

A40 Llandovery – A479 Wales 53 Single 17 55 55 131.34 72.03 35 24 12 0 29

A683 Lancaster – Kirkby 
Lonsdale

Y&H 26 Single 10 48 -17 114.60 54.57 30 10 20 0 40

Ranked by contribution to total risk from collisions involving motorcyclists 2005-07; no significant reduction in the number of F&S collisions involving 
motorcyclists between 2002-04 and 2005-07; section lengths are greater than 5km; minimum of 6 F&S collisions involving a motorcyclist in both periods; 
minimum collision density (all vehicles) of 1/mile  2005-07; EuroRAP Risk Rating (all vehicles) medium-high (red) or high risk (black) in 2005-07; % total F&S 
collisions involving motorcyclists >33% in both periods; 1Road type accounting for at least 80% of the road section; 2EuroRAP Risk Rating based on the number 
of F&S collisions/billion vehicle kms travelled; 3Percentages may not sum due to rounding. Some of the roads mentioned have had measures implemented 
recently, the results of which may be evident in next year’s result.

BRitAin’s highest Risk RoAds with high numBeRs of fAtAl  
And seRious collisions involving motoRcyclists  
(2005-2007)f
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A

46% F&S Single Yorkshire  
& Humber

A161 goole       A18     23km

66% F&S Single North East/
North West

A686 Penrith       haydon Bridge 58km

48% F&S Single North West

A683 lancaster       kirkby lonsdale 26km

75% F&S Single East  
Midlands

A621 A619       totley   9km

55% F&S Single North West

A54 congleton       Buxton   24km

39% F&S Single South East

A255 margate       Ramsgate   8km

47% F&S Single East Midlands

A5004 whaley Bridge (A6)       Buxton   12km

67% F&S Single North West

A537 macclesfield      Buxton 12km

55% F&S Single Wales

A40 llandovery       A479   53km

79% F&S Single East  
Midlands

A5012 A515       A6    15km

19
% F&S = percentage of F&S collisions involving motorcyclists
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Roads listed in Table 3b are the top ten 
highest risk (black and red) sections 
when collisions involving motorcyclists 
are excluded.  These reveal those roads  
away from ‘scenic’ routes typical of 
those in the previous list. 

The contribution of the main crash 
types are shown. The high proportion 
of crashes at junctions and those 
involving pedestrians and cyclists 
indicate that these routes run through 
more built up areas of the network 
such as villages and the outskirts of 
towns. Such routes tend to carry high 
traffic flows, a mix of road users and 
increased complexity of road features, 
such as the number and type of 

junctions. Junction accidents are  
often high speed and pedestrians  
and cyclists mix frequently with 
motorised traffic.  

Nine out of the ten roads listed are 
non-primary A roads. With a greater 
occurrence of small built-up areas 
regionally, risk on these routes is  
30% higher than on the strategic 
primary A route network.

Heading this list is the A675 Higher 
Walton to M65 J3 to the south west  
of Blackburn. The 7km single 
carriageway passes through both  
rural and village environments, with 
speed limits of 30, 40 and 60mph 

along its length. It is an important 
commuter route with access to the 
M65 and Preston. Crashes involving 
non-motorcyclists account for 69% 
of those seen on the route during 
2005-2007, representing an increase 
of 50% from the previous three year 
data period. The majority of crashes 
occured at junctions and nearly 
one-quarter were head-on collisions 
involving oncoming vehicles.    

High risk roads without motorcycles

Table 3b. Britain’s highest risk roads when collisions involving motorcyclists are removed 
(2005-2007)
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A675 Higher Walton - M65 J3 NW 7 Single 9 69 50 275.71 190.87 56 22 0 11 11

A530 A525 - Nantwich NW 13 Single 14 78 56 212.54 165.31 29 0 7 29 36

A675 M65 J3 - Bolton NW 13 Single 15 88 -6 159.74 140.95 20 40 27 7 7

A126 A13 - Tilbury E 13 Single 22 69 47 197.70 135.92 32 5 5 36 23

A930 Monifieth - A92 Scot 10 Single 8 89 -20 140.84 125.19 25 0 13 63 0

A5004 Whaley Bridge (A6) - Buxton EM 12 Single 8 53 33 224.56 119.77 38 13 38 0 13

A255 Margate - Ramsgate SE 8 Single 11 61 57 186.61 114.04 9 0 0 91 0

A6135 M1 J36 - Ecclesfield Y&H 8 Mixed 10 83 67 135.01 112.51 30 10 20 30 10

A269 A271 - A259 SE 10 Single 11 100 38 111.67 111.67 55 27 9 9 0

A61 Barnsley - Wakefield Y&H 10 Single 17 85 42 111.65 111.65 42 8 17 17 17

Ranked by contribution to total risk from collisions involving non-motorcyclists 2005-07; contribution to total risk from collisions involving non-motorcyclists 
greater than average in both periods; no significant reduction in the number of F&S collisions involving all vehicle or non-motorcyclists between 2002-04 & 
2005-07; section lengths are greater than 5km; minimum of 6 F&S collisions involving a non-motorcyclist 2002-04, 5 in 2005-07; minimum collision density 
(non-motorcyclists) of 1/mile in 2005-07; EuroRAP Risk Rating (all vehs) medium-high (red) or high risk (black) in both data periods; 1 Road type accounting for 
at least 80% of the road section; 2 EuroRAP Risk Rating based on the number of F&S collisions/billion vehicle kms travelled; 3Percentages may not sum due to 
rounding. Some of the roads mentioned have had measures implemented recently, the results of which may be evident in next year’s result.

Britain’s highest risk roads when collisions  
involving motorcyclists are removed   
(2005-2007)F
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69% F&S Single North West

a675 higher walton       m65 J3 7km

88% F&S Single North West

a675 m65 J3       Bolton   13km

61% F&S Single South East

a255 margate       ramsgate   8km

53% F&S Single East Midlands

a5004 whaley Bridge (a6)       Buxton   12km 69% F&S Single East

a126 a13       tilbury   13km

100% F&S Single South East

a269 a271        a259   10km

83% F&S Mixed Yorkshire  
& Humber

a6135 m1 J36       ecclesfield     8km

85% F&S Single Yorkshire  
& Humber

a61 Barnsley       wakefield     10km

78% F&S Single North West

a530 a525      nantwich 13km

89% F&S Single Scotland

a930 monifieth       a92 10km

21

% F&S = percentage of F&S collisions involving non-motorcyclists
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The EuroRAP Risk Rating takes  
account of the number of accidents 
and the amount of traffic using the 
road to show the risk to an individual 
road user of being involved in a fatal  
or serious collision when travelling 
along a particular road. 

Table 4 shows the highest risk  
road in each of the UK Government  
Office Regions. 

Roads listed are ranked by EuroRAP 
Risk Rating. The A4069 from 
Llangadog to Llandovery in Wales is 
the highest risk road in the latest data 
period (2005-2007), with 8 times the 
risk compared to the average non-
primary single carriageway across 
Great Britain. 

Eight of the 10 roads listed are non-
primary A roads, with the exception 
of the A537 in the North West and the 
A640 in Yorkshire and the Humber.  
All are single carriageways. 

Background

Highest risk road by UK 
Government Office Region

Table 4. Highest risk road by Government Office Region (2005-2007)

Region/country Road No. Description km Road type1 No. F&S 
collisions 
2005-07

EuroRAP Risk 
Rating2 
2005-07

Wales A4069 Llangadog – Llandovery 9 Single 5 539.89

North West A537 Macclesfield – Buxton (A54) 12 Single 27 464.01

Scotland A6088 Hawick – A68 21 Single 4 274.70

East Midlands A5012 A515 – A6 15 Single 14 251.23

South West A3072 Crediton – A396 13 Single 7 199.49

East of England A126 A13 – Tilbury 13 Single 32 197.70

South East A255 Margate – Ramsgate 8 Single 18 186.61

Yorkshire & the Humber A640 Denshaw (A672) – M62 J23 16 Single 6 171.74

West Midlands A529 Market Drayton – A41 9 Single 6 170.06

North East A1290 A1(M) J65 – A19 6 Single 7 139.97

Ranked by EuroRAP Risk Rating 2005-07; section lengths are greater than 5km; 1 Road type accounting for at least 80% of the road section; 2 EuroRAP Risk 
Rating based on the number of F&S collisions/billion vehicle kms travelled: ; green (low risk), yellow (low-medium risk), orange (medium risk), red (medium-
high risk), and black (high risk).

Background

The Road Safety Foundation is a UK charity founded in 1986 to be a permanent legacy of both the first European Road Safety 
Year and the establishment of Britain’s first road safety target for the end of the century. Alongside world class leaders in 
safety, the charity is a vigorous advocate of cutting casualties through simultaneous action on all three components of a  
safe road system: the driver, the vehicle and the road. Its research has broken ground on each of these.

In the last five years, the charity has focused on the major project of leading the establishment of Road Assessment 
Programmes in the UK and internationally. In 2002, the Foundation established EuroRAP as a sister European Association  
to EuroNCAP. Subsequently Road Assessment Programmes have followed throughout the developed and developing world.  
The Foundation is the enabling Member for EuroRAP in the UK and Ireland.

See www.roadsafetyfoundation.org for more details.

The European Road Assessment Programme (EuroRAP) is an international not-for profit association. Its Members are  
motoring organisations, national and regional road authorities, and experts who have been elected because of their  
special contribution to the programme. EuroRAP currently operates in 28 countries across Europe.

EuroRAP is a sister programme to EuroNCAP, the independent crash test programme that star rates new cars for the  
protection they provide to passengers and pedestrians. In the same way that EuroNCAP demonstrated that well-designed 
crash protection can make family cars safer, EuroRAP aims to show how roads can be made safer, so that the vehicle,  
user and road work together to protect life.

See www.eurorap.org for more details.

The Campaign for Safe Road Design was set up in July 2008 to raise public awareness of what makes a safe road.  
Countries with lower death rates than Britain have a higher awareness of the importance of safe road design.  
They are doing better because they take action on safer drivers, safer vehicles and safer roads together.  

The Campaign aims to help raise understanding of how an affordable safety improvement programme can save tens of 
thousands of lives and prevent serious injuries over the next decade by removing the road features that kill and maim.  
As the government prepares its 10 yearly road safety review of options for preventing further road casualties beyond 2010,  
the Campaign calls for a formal, systematic and national Safe Road Infrastructure Programme that could, by itself cut 
casualties by a third in the next decade. It could prevent 10,000 deaths and serious injuries and save an extraordinary  
£6 billion, equating to 0.5% of GDP, annually. 

See www.saferoaddesign.com for more details.

EuroRAP Risk Rating: shows the 
number of fatal or serious collisions 
per billion vehicle kilometres travelled, 
representing the risk to an individual 
road user of being involved in a fatal 
or serious collision while travelling 
along a road. The rating takes account 
of the number of collisions resulting 
in death or serious injury in the three 
year period for which the latest data is 
available, the length of the road, and 
the amount of traffic (all vehicles) it 
has carried. 

If there are 20 collisions on a stretch  
of road 5 miles long, risk will be 
10 times higher if it carries 10,000 
vehicles a day compared to 100,000 
vehicles a day. Risk is categorised 
into 5 color coded bandings from high 
risk (black), through medium-high 
(red), medium (orange), low-medium 
(yellow) and low (green).

Primary A Roads: include both trunk 
and principal routes and are identified 
by their direction signs, which feature 
white text on a green background with 
route numbers in yellow. Trunk A roads 
are under the jurisdiction of national 
road authorities. These strategic routes 
of national importance form the main 
arteries to major destinations and are 
recommended for long-distance and 
freight traffic. Many have segregated 
lanes in a dual carriageway or are 
motorway standard. 

Principal A roads are under the 
jurisdiction of the local authorities in 
whose area the road is located. They 
are the major regional and district 
distributor routes of local importance. 
Some have segregated lanes in a 
dual carriageway, but the majority are 
single carriageway, with speed limits 
varying much more widely than trunk 
A roads.  

Non-Primary A Roads: are under the 
jurisdiction of the local authorities 
in whose area the road is located. 
They are routes of local and regional 
importance linking urban centres to 
the trunk and primary route network. 
Some have segregated lanes in a dual 
carriageway, but the majority are single 
carriageway, with speed limits varying 
much more widely than primary A 
roads. Their direction signs feature 
black text on a white background.

Campaign for 
Safe Road Design 

European



Road crashes cost Britain a staggering 
1.5% of GDP. Car occupants account 
for some 70% of road deaths. Nearly 
two-thirds are killed outside urban 
areas with deaths concentrated on 
Britain’s forgotten A road network.

This year’s report provides the most 
comprehensive route by route analysis 
yet of the safety of Britain’s roads, 
with over 2,700 individual sections 
covering the entire motorway and A 
road network outside urban centres. 
This 45,000km network is just one-
tenth of Britain’s road length but 
accounts for over half of all deaths.

Key findings: 
�12% of the network has 

unacceptably high risk 

�60% of the A road network  
and 25% of motorways fail to  
rate as safe 

�Single carriageways are 6 times 
riskier than motorways, with 1 in 5 
rated in the highest risk category

�Risk on high risk sections is more 
than 15 times higher than the 
safest roads

�One third of all fatal and serious 
collisions are at junctions

 �1 in 4 fatal and serious collisions 
involves a motorcyclist

This latest EuroRAP analysis shows 
Britain’s ‘most improved roads’ and 
what successful authorities have  
done to cut collisions markedly.  
The report also lists Britain’s 
‘persistently high risk’ roads which 
continue to need urgent action 
alongside a special analysis of the 
roads where motorcyclists are at  
high risk of death and injury.

The analysis in this report confirms 
that this network should be the  
focus of road safety strategy for the  
next decade with action on safe  
road design and other measures to 
create safe villages, safe overtaking, 
safe roadsides and safe junctions.

Measuring and mapping the safety of 
Britain’s motorways and A roads

EuroRAP 2009 Results
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